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Abstra t
This paper proposes a systemati approa h to the problem of building
arti ially intelligent omputer systems. The key idea is to use a top-down
approa h in the lower layer, and a bottom-up approa h in a higher layer.
That way, known solutions for spe i easy subproblems an be used. At
the same time they an be ombined into a larger system in su h a way
that the result is robust. The signi an e in this ontext of re ent and
future developments in internet te hnology are also dis ussed.

1 Introdu tion
Arti ial Intelligen e (AI) is the eld of resear h that is on erned with trying to
build omputer programs that are as intelligent as humans. This paper proposes
a spe i approa h to AI, that an be alled \self-organizing intelligen e". The
term self-organizing emphasizes the feature that the system organizes itself, and
is not expli itly synthesized by human engineers. This approa h ombines the
best aspe ts of the two approa hes that have dominated AI resear h through
the years, namely the bottom-up approa h and the top-down approa h. This
paper will also try to predi t the possible future roles of the internet in AI.

2 A short history of Arti ial Intelligen e
The ultimate goal of Arti ial Intelligen e (AI) is to build an arti ial system
that has at least the level of intelligen e humans have. Forty years ago, in
a paper alled \Steps Towards Arti ial Intelligen e" [9℄, Minsky on luded
that important issues in arti ial intelligen e were sear h, pattern re ognition,
learning, planning, and indu tion. Sin e then, a lot of progress has been made
on these separate tasks. Separate systems and solutions have been put forward,
ea h of whi h is on erned with one of these ve tasks.
Mu h of the resear h in AI an be ategorized as either top-down AI or
bottom-up AI. Initially, most AI resear h was done from a top-down perspe tive.
This was partly be ause, like omputer s ientists in general, most AI resear hers
had a ba kground in mathemati s. In mathemati s, spe i propositions are
derived by ombining more general axioms and transition rules. That is a topdown approa h, whi h starts at the general problem as a whole, and then works
towards more spe i subproblems. This approa h an be said to have failed,
be ause it an lead to very brittle solutions. If a top-down AI system works well
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under the ir umstan es for whi h it has been designed, then it will probably
fail miserably under slightly di erent onditions.
In rea tion to the inability of top-down AI to get onvin ing results, bottomup AI be ame very popular. Bottom-up AI starts with small and easy problems,
and tries to grow more intelligent from there, mu h like a hild growing up and
fa ing ever more hallenging tasks. The reason why bottom-up AI su eeded in
es aping the brittleness problems of top-down AI, is that these systems learn
their abilities themselves, and are not taught how to do them by anybody. So if a
bottom-up AI system has to do a slightly di erent task, it will probably have the
ability to learn that task too. The strength of bottom-up AI is for a large part
in the robustness of its solutions, as is argued in for instan e [2, 6, 9, 1℄. There
has however been a regress of enthousiasm about bottom-up AI too. During the
last few years, people have realized that letting the system learn everything by
itself has its limitations. As the problems get harder, bottom-up AI systems will
need more and more time to build up the expertise required for these problems.
Anything you don't put in, has to be found by random sear h. Bottom-up AI
is more about nding easy problems than about nding good solutions for hard
problems.

3 A bottom-up so iety of top-down agents
To unite the strengths of top-down and bottom-up AI, we propose the use
of manmade building-blo ks (in the spirit of top-down AI), and to organize
these in a self-organizing stru ture (as is done in bottom-up AI). That would
over ome the brittleness of top-down AI systems, be ause the self-organizing
so iety of agents has enough redundan y and robustness to over ome violations
of assumptions about a problem. At the same time, it would over ome the la k
of eÆ ien y portrayed by bottom-up AI systems, be ause it uses man-made
ingredients that are known to be far better than anything a bottom-up agent
would ome up with by random sear h.

4 AI's ultimate goal: the Turing Test
The ultimate goal of AI an be formulated by means of an abstra tion that has
been alled the Turing Test [11℄. In this test, the omputer that is a andidate
for being intelligent is pla ed in a room, and in another room a human is pla ed.
In a third room, a judge is pla ed, who an pose questions to \A" or to \B".
The judge doesn't know whi h one of these is human, and whi h one is the
omputer. An errand runner walks between the three rooms, to deliver the
questions and the answers. He also types the questions into the keyboard of
the omputer, and reads the answers from its s reen. If the judge an't make
out whi h answers ome from the human and whi h ones are generated by the
omputer, the omputer is said to be \arti ially intelligent".
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5 Multi-layer Methods and the Optimal Optimizer
The approa h we propose for working towards su h an arti ially intelligent
omputer system, is through a bottom-up so iety of top-down agents. The
agents an be very good at a spe i task, be ause they are the produ t of
years of engineering. For instan e, there ould be an agent applying the LinKernighan algorithm to Traveling Salesman problems. This algorithm is the
best known heuristi for problems of this type. There is no way su h a omplex
method ould have been evolved from s rat h by self-organization. It is mu h too
spe i for that. On the higher level though, de iding whi h agent will do whi h
task should be a self-organizing pro ess. Otherwise, unforeseen ir umstan es
ould very easily expose errors in the design that annot be over ome by a rigid
top-down system, and the system would ome to show brittleness. Therefore,
the so iety of agents as a whole should be bottom-up.
So the approa h we propose has two layers: a higher so iety-layer, and a
lower agent-layer. Therefore, it quali es as a multi-layer method. In a multilayer method, a higher layer ontrols the submethods on the lower layer. Su h
methods abound in omputer s ien e [5, 4, 10, 1℄.
In [9℄, Minsky states that a spe i submethod is useful if at the one hand,
it is really good at some sub lass of a problem, and on the other hand this
sub lass is easily re ognizable. If it takes a lot of e ort to determine whether a
given method will or will not be appli able, then its being fast is no use after all,
be ause too mu h time is spent before its appli ation. We onje ture that the
optimal way of approximating an optimization problem is by looking for spe i
features of the problem, and then de iding whi h submethod to invoke, based
on these features. Re ursively, this submethod will start looking for further
hara teristi s, and invokes an even more spe i method, et etera. If the right
submethods are onne ted to the right de isions, this would lead to the optimal
optimizer. That is, the method that is optimally fast at general optimization
problems. This an probably be proved formally without mu h e ort. It would
be the speed-prior variant of the Minimal Des ription Length Prin iple.

6 A methodology for experimental omputer s ien e
To reate an arti ially intelligent omputer system, we would have to think
up lots of submethods for it, and de ne for ea h submethod under whi h irumstan es we expe t it to be appli able. The former part is done feverishly
in experimental omputer s ien e, but the latter is often not looked after very
arefully.
If the eld is to make any signi ant progress, the methodology of experimental omputer s ien e will have to hange. Most importantly, it will have to
be ome more entralized. Currently, people report results of omparing their
new algorithm to an algorithm of Brand X, on some problem lass, on luding
that their algorithm is superior. But having all these independent experiments
sta k up in the literature, doesn't really bring us mu h further in the whole pi ture of our quest for the optimal optimizer. The problem is that the individual
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experiments are never entirely omparable to ea h other. Therefore, we propose
that there should be a entral repository, keeping tra k of whi h algorithm is
good for whi h problem, and judging this independently. If this ould work out,
this entral repository would already onstitute our best urrent approximation
of the optimal optimizer.

7 The internet as a new ir umstan e
Early analyses of the goals and tasks of arti ial intelligen e, did not onsider
the internet as a fa tor yet. This se tion points out three ways in whi h the
internet an hange arti ial intelligen e resear h.
7.1

Utilizing remote idle-time

One big possible advantage of the internet is the availability of idle-time. Idletime is the time spent by a omputer's pro essor without doing anything. When
the user is typing text, the omputer uses its pro essor only for a fra tion of a
se ond after ea h key stroke, and then goes ba k into slumber. The pro essor
time that is not used by any of the pro esses that the user has running is alled
idle-time. This idle-time an in prin iple be use for anything without slowing
down the responsiveness of the omputer to the main user. In January 1996,
there were 9.5 million omputers onne ted to the internet, 1.7 million of whi h
were turned on and fun tioning simultaneously. Most omputers are utilized for
only at most 20% of the time, so that means that four years ago already, there
was a potential of about half a million CPUs of omputer power if one ould
only get all the other omputers on the internet to ollaborate. Examples of
this prin iple are the SETIHOME proje t and the prime fa torization of large
numbers here at CWI.
Like with parallel omputers, remote idle-time is hardly ever used in pra ti e, despite the obvious potential gains. We think that this will hange over
time, as mobile agent te hnology [8, 7, 3℄ be omes more popular. Mobile agent
te hnology fa ilitates the use of remote omputer time greatly. A programmer
an easily make a mobile agent migrate to another omputer and ontinue its
business there.
7.2

The internet as a single intelligen e

Having a ess to all the idle-time, software, and data on the internet would
boost the possibilities for building anything arti ially intelligent enormously.
The onne tion of su h a system to the Turing test is already evolving in the
ever more lever sear h engines. For instan e, MetaCrawler a ts like a multilayer method, that uses other sear h engines as its submethods. Also, CiteSeer
uses a smart tri k, namely studying how s ienti papers referen e ea h other,
to be an extremely useful sear h engine spe i ally tailored for nding s ienti
papers.
As sear h engines get better and better, and maybe one day will have a
natural language interfa e, they get loser and loser to a system that would
pass the Turing test. Already, for a lot of questions, it's more produ tive to
\ask" an internet sear h engine than to ask a human.
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8 Con lusions
This paper proposed a way to approa h the goals of arti ial intelligen e. This
onsists of a ombination of top-down design at the lower level, and bottom-up
design at a higher level. Also, the impli ations of the future of the internet were
dis ussed.
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